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FOURTH OF JULY ON THE BIG ISLAND OF HAWAII

Residents urge lower taxes, smaller national debt

by Chelsea Jensen,  West Hawaii Today,  Sunday, July 5, 2009 7:15 AM HST

Dressed in a Revolutionary War-era costume, Korean War U.S. Army veteran Robert Williams displayed his patriotic side

Saturday on the 233rd anniversary of the day 13 American colonies declared independence from Great Britain in 1776,

citing years of taxation without representation and other oppressive measures.

"In my younger years, not only did I visit, but I lived in, countries run by dictatorships. I learned how very precious this

country is and how precious the rights given to us by the Bill of Rights are," the Naalehu resident said while holding an

American flag and waving to cars passing by. "We need to return to the principles America was founded on and the spirit

it was founded on."

 

The Kona Hawaii Tea Party
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Williams at the Tea Party    ................ and marching to the parked Parade Float         

Williams on the Tea Party float
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Tea Party Marchers in the Parade

APC and GOE member Robert Gowan's float

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE   Opinion by  Robert Denham

July 4th, on a local TV news report, a gentleman expressed mild amusement with the large gathering of “Tea Party” goers

assembled on the grounds at Wheeling, WV’s Wesbanco Arena, ---- there protesting among other things, out-of-control

government spending.  He thought “it was funny because how many of them (here today) cashed their stimulus checks?”

Well, I can say honestly and proudly that I was there that day, and that yes; I cashed my stimulus check. Why shouldn’t I?

It’s my money --- after all.  However, government taking my money, using it to bail out (and then annex) mortgage

companies, banks, car companies and others who mismanaged their businesses often to ridiculous and even fatal degrees, 

--- is wrong.  Not to mention unconstitutional. For some strange reason however, no one in authority wants to look too

deeply into this.

The amused gentleman in question I‘d wager, most certainly returned his own check unopened --- surely. The backroom

closed-door dealing  (by “the most transparent administration in history”) and the pressures exerted on industry and

business (especially the medical industry) by a government bent on Socialism, make the Mafia’s extortion and protection

rackets look like a church bake-sale. Such dark machinations are the very same things of which the liberal left accused
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the Bush Administration for eight long years of hateful malicious harassment. Yet, we’re to “give Obama a chance”.  

After all, he “inherited the mess left by Bush”.  Bush’s “mess” included 4.7% overall unemployment, the lowest since

WW2, and a slowly--but steadily--growing economy.   Facts the liberal Bush-hating media downplayed.  And, it seems his

Iraq and Afghanistan policies were fairly productive as well, since Obama’s administration has seen fit to quietly co-opt at

least some of them. Albeit, without the Democrats humbly apologizing for their hurtful, divisive criticisms and bald-faced

treasons.

Despite Bush's misstep of last fall’s bailout, which liberals and true conservatives alike rightly decried,  it wasn’t Bush

who promised America that getting us a trillion dollars deeper in debt would patch it all up.  Everything after January 20th,

2009 is on Obama, no matter how the liberals try to spin it, nor who they try to blame. Unemployment is higher now, and

climbing.  The market shows gains, but is still unstable.  Yet our Glorious Leader is proposing another 2 trillion, saying

that’s what’ll make it all better. Liberals, somehow, seem pretty much okay with Obama’s pork-laden bailout packages.

Odd --- considering how they condemned Bush.

 

Ever seen “The Manchurian Candidate”?  That premise is more or less being played out in the Oval Office as we speak.

The assassination target now however, is the American Republic. Here we have as President a man who virtually from

birth, has been indoctrinated with strong far-left America-hating ideals ---  and whose adult years have been spent among

like-minded associates --- supporting and spreading those values. We’re supposed to believe however, that now that he’s

President,  a lifetime of brainwashing is somehow meaningless and negated.  I sincerely hope that the Tea Party movement

puts a little fear into our government  and gives them pause.  I fear that future July 4th celebrations will ring hollow and

phony, since the America Obama and his leftist cronies seek to fashion would bear little resemblance to the one created by

our Founding Fathers and nurtured, protected and strengthened by generations of true patriots..

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

HISTORY REPEATS IGNORED MISTAKES   a parallelism by Robert Williams

Paraphrased excerpts from the book "PLAIN, HONEST MEN" by Richard Beeman ( with my comments in round

parentheses showing modern parallels). 

" --- in [James] Madison's view (during May of 1787), States (and in 2009 the Feds) frequently enacted 'vicious

legislation,' too often prompted by the whims of public opinion rather than sober reflection. ----Much of Madison's analysis

focused on weaknesses in the Confederation (Federal) government that allowed the self-interests of any one state (special

interest group) to overwhelm the public interest of the nation. He chronicled the instances in which states (congressmen

and senators from states) had ignored their obligations to the union. Indeed, many states (congressmen and senators from

states) appeared willing to contribute their (taxpayers) share of financial support of the Revolutionary War (war on terror)

effort only when the threat of attack within their borders seemed imminent, and, conversely, to ignore those obligations

when the battle moved elsewhere (Iraq and Afghanistan). 'This evil,' he wrote, 'has been fully experienced both during the

war and since the peace, that it might well be fatal to the very existence of the union.' --- men like Patrick Henry, who

possessed all of the oratorial skills (like Obama) that Madison lacked—[were able] to please their local constituencies

while at the same time pursuing policies harmful to the broader interests of the Confederacy (United States). Madison

accepted the inevitability that citizens would work to promote their interests at the expense of others. But, contrary to the

widely accepted view ( of the times) that liberty could best be protected in republics of limited geographic size, Madison

argued that only in a large republic --- where 'society becomes broken into a greater variety of interests, of pursuits, of

passions, which check each other --- could one prevent  provincialism (Pork) and attendant injustice ---' 

(Theoretically) Only a shift in power from the smaller state governments to a larger and stronger federal government

would render [government] sufficiently neutral between the different interests and factions, to control one part of Society

from invading the rights of another, and at the same time [remain] sufficiently controlled itself from setting up an interest

adverse to that of the whole society (like change devoid of wisdom). This shift in power (supposedly to the people through

their Federal representatives) was essential if America was to become a unified nation rather than a chaotic assembly of

quarrelsome states (representatives). Madison's acknowledgment of the existence of 'interests' in society and his desire to

create a large, energetic government designed to neutralize, but not eliminate those interests, pointed in an entirely new
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direction. In Madison's conception, governments were designed not to embody virtue and the public good, but, rather,

to mediate among the various interests in society and, in the process, allow the public good to be served.  But in 

other ways his vision of the virtues of an extended republic was distinctly traditional, reflecting classical republican

attitudes about the importance of selecting virtuous political leaders and drawing on seventeenth- and eighteenth-century

English traditions. 

(Theoretically) Voters who selected their leaders from larger districts would be choosing from a much wider pool of talent,

a circumstance that would encourage the voters to select only 'the purest and noblest characters,' thereby ensuring that

their representatives would be more likely to rise above purely provincial concerns and petty self-interest, and to represent

the concerns of all the people. Madison's treatise on the "Vices of the Political System" ended on that conservative note.

Never an optimist about human nature, he nevertheless hoped that he could persuade the delegates to the Philadelphia

Convention, who, after all, were more likely to resemble the pure and noble characters he hoped would govern the

extended American republic, that it was time to transform a weak confederation (hostile partisan bickering) into a strong,

unified nation." (now is again the time). 


